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INTRODUCTION 
Henr;r Charles Carey made his greatest contribution to American 
Economic thought dnring the twent,-tive years preceding the .American 
Civil War. His first contribution to economic literature was his Esa!r 
g,A Waes, which was published in 1835. Prior to Care;r, the United States 
had 78t to prodJl.ce an economist to achieve stature among the European 
social scientists. Uost .Americana who had written on the subject of 
economics had been la.,ers, clergymen, or teachers who considered econ-
omics as an incidental member of the arts with which all educated per-
sons should at least be familar. :But from all this no distinctly .Ameri-
can School had arisen to acquire a:iq measure of prominence. In tsc t, 
11 save tor an occasional reference to Franklin, or Hamil ton, the social 
scientists of the world seemed obli'ri.cms to the existence of American 
literatare in economics.• (1) With ~e publication of Carey's Principles 
2! Social Science ·in 1860, . there arose a surge of interest in the Ameri-
can School of economic thought. 
Carey lived at the time of the phenomenal expansion of the 
.American econo!Q'. The population of the United States increased cb1r1ng 
his lifetime from tour to fifty mUlion; roads, canals, railroads, in 
' 
rapid succession, opened up the vast resources of the West. Americans 
were :tilled with the desire to build up the economic independence of 
their young nation. There prevailed a spirit of optim111111 which was born 
ot the apparentl.T inexhanstible resources of the countr.r. From this 
arose the nationalism, optimism and protectionism of Renr,y Charles Cerq 
(1) Kaplan, A. D. H., Henrz Charles Carez, :Sal timore, 1931, P• 9. 
1 
which characterized the 1.Ameriean School." 
!Ihus did Care;y achieve the prominence which cansed the interest 
of the European economists to be focused on the .American s;ystem. In 
Germany there arose a great following, and Care;y was bailed as hav1~ 
revolutionized economic thought. The German NatioDalist school and the 
German 111stor1cal school cited his works. In France his works became 
well kllown, and the publication of l3astiat 1 a works shortl;y after those 
of Ca.re;y can.sed a bitter controverq 1n which Bastiat was accused of 
pla&iarism. In EDgland, •John Stuart YUl devoted much space to ref'tlt-
~ Ca.re;y' s tariff views and misconceptions of Ricardo. I (1) 
Todal', however, his works are lost in almost complete oblivion. 
Few works on the development of .American economic thought g1Te Care;y 
more than a passing thought. Therefore, an examination of Care;y1 s con-
cepts and ideas seems warranted in order to see wherein he made his 
errors. 
ti5 Dorfman, Joseph, The Economic Mind in .American Civilization, Vol. II, 
P• 804. 
LID OF CADY 
Henry Charles Carq, like Ricardo, entered upon a career as an 
economist after the close of a successfUl career in bnsiness. Henr,y was 
the son of Matthew Carey who established the printing business than Henr7 
took over while stUl a very )"'ung man. 
Matthew Carey was born in Ireland 1n 1760. J.s an Irishman he 
criticized strong].)" Bri ta1n1 s Irish Policy, and· becanse of his outspok:Bn 
patriotism, Matthew Carey was exiled from Ireland. He went to Paris 
where he set up a publishiDg house, and became acquainted w1 th Laf818tte 
and J3enjam1n Franklin whom he served as a printer. Through his conversa-
tions w1 th Franklin, Matthew came to know .America, and soon after, he re-
turned to Ireland where he renewed his attacks on the British Irish 
Policy. He was consequ.en tl)" jailed, and in 1874, following his release 
from prisOn, . he lett the countey and mads his wq to Philadelphia.. 
Upon his arrival 1n Philadelphia. he renewed his friendship w11ih 
Lafayette who loaned him monq to set up a newspaper, ~ Pennqlvania 
Evening Herald, 1n 1785. He later published the Columbian Magazine 1n 
1786, and later the American MUseum in 1787. 
As a journalist. he took an active part in the political. life 
of the United States. In 1791, Matthew Carey established a publishi.Dg 
house which wa.S immediately successfUl so that he was able to devote more 
time to politics and various civic enterprises. He bec8JD8 champion of 
domestic manufacturers and the 1 .American System.,. He founded the 
3 
PhUadslphia Society :tor the Promotion of National Industries in 1819 • 
.AJ.oag with List and Tenche Com, Uatthew Carey was also actiTe in the 
Pennsy'lvania Sociev :tor the Promotion of UsefUl Manufactures. !lhese 
two sOCieties might be considered as forerwmers of the Pennqlvania 
Manufacturing Association only to the extent that their purpose was simi• 
lar, that is, the encouragement and protection of domestic industry • 
.Apart from this similarity of purpose, there was no direct connection be-
tween Henry Carey's Association and the earlier societies founded by hie 
father. 
In Matthew Carey's work the Cru.sader-propagandist 
rather than the social scientist stands out. His 
mood alternates between vehement protest against the 
alleged international monopol;r of England, and a 
plea tor tariff protection to insure economic independ-
ence for the young republic. (1) 
Hen17 Carey was born in Philadelphia on the 15th of December, 
1793. When Henry was eight ,.ears old, . he entered his father• s ·bookshop 
to serve his apprenticeship. After tour years, he was sent to :Bal. timore 
where he remained untU 1809, at which time he became a travelling sales-
man tor the firm. From the age of 18 untU he was twent;r-one he travelled 
extensi vel;r from the New England States to the Carolinas. These travels 
gave him an excellent opportanit;r to become fami1ar with the country. 
His travels influenced his wri tinge to the point where he mistook the con• 
ditions prevaJ.ent in the United States as those of other nations. 
In 1814 he was admitted as a partner in his father's firm. 
· When MattbSw Carey retired in 1824, Henry was made head of the firm which 
(1) Kaplan, op. cit., p. 12. 
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was called Carey, Lea, and Carey. At this time the firm was the largest 
publishing compaq in the United States; and Carey spent a large part of 
his time as reader end cri tie in the selection of books that were to be 
published. As a reader, he showed a decided preference for works on ge-
ography, books on travel, end works in uatural history and natural science. 
Oarey left the firm 1n 1834 to continue his economic studies and writings. 
tis he did until his death in~ 1879. William Elder, a close associate 
and biographer of Henry Carey; teUs us that his writings were volumlnous. 
They aggregated thirteen octavo volumes, about three thousand pages of 
printed tracts, and perhaps SZL equal quantity of newspaper articles and 
editorials dealing w1 th economic and political nbjec ts. (1) 
Henrr Carey's ID&DT end varied contacts in business and society 
afforded him a unique education while his father undertook to edncate 
him by his clo,se association. The acqu.aintancea of the elder Carey in-
cluded the outstanding literati of the dq; among them were indnstrial 
and li terar,y and political luminaries. Henrr, however, far outdid his 
father in gathering about himself a coterie of outstanding .Americans and 
visitors from abroad. The Carey home in Philadelphia became the most 
dist1n.guished salon in .America. Those whO gathered at his •roundtable• 
:furthered Carey's ed.ueation. In his circle were Orthodox Free !thinkers 
and advocators of classical economics. These included A. c.· 3icldJ.e, who 
had written an. introd.uetion for the .American edition of J.B. · Sq in 1824; 
OondT Raquet, author-economist and editor of the !!:!!_ Tr8.48 Advocate; 
(1) Elder, William, Uemoirs of Hem Charles Carez, PhUadelphia, 1880, 
P• 19. 
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Heni7 Vetbake, professor of' moral philosophy and political eeoDOJII1' at 
the University of' Pennsylvania. These were all advocates of' the British 
school. .Against these were the patrons of the American Systems Jud€8 
William D. Kelly, Congressional champion of protection of' Pennsylvania• s 
lea.cU.Dg indnstrn Joseph P. Wharton, associated with the iron and steel 
indnst%7 end founa.8r of the Wharton School of the Universi t7 of Pennsyl-
vania (which was instru.cted to teach the virtues of the protective tariff); 
Rev. 'fUliam Elder, writer on economics; lbltlls Griswold, editor of the 
American Wh.ig; liobert Ellis ihompson, protectionist end editor of the 
Penn !lonthl7; Stephen Colwell from whom Carey received encoura&ement on 
his views on Currency and Finance. lrom Peshine Smith, he received the 
1law of' perpetui t7 of' matter, 1 which CareT used to argu.e the Malthusian 
views on population. Many important .Americans attended the discussions 
at Carey's home; among them were: James G. l3laine; tr.l.7sses s. Grant; 
General Robert Patterson, who plqed such an im,portant role at l3u.l.l :Rnn; 
Morton McMicheal., editor of the •C)rth American Review, Saturdq Evening 
Post and other periodicals; end Ralph Waldo Emerson, who visited Hen17 
Carey whenever he was in Philadelphia. 
In 1857 Carey visited Europe for the first time. In 1859 he 
made a second trip to Europe to participate in economic conferences at 
the invitation of his admirers of the German Nationalist school, amollg 
whom were Eu&en Inehring, Max Wirth, and Schul tze-Deli tach. His visits 
to Europe atf'ordSd him opport"cmi ties to become acquainted w1 th John 
Stu.art Mill, Humboldt, Cavour, Liebig, J'errara, Chevalien and other in-
tellectual figu.res of the continent. AS a result of his trips and ac-
quaintances, he cond:llcted an extensive and regular correspondence with 
6 
his European Contemporaries. Heney Carey acquired a remarkable facility 
in the French l~e, and he learned to speak German fiuently after he 
reached middle age. 1By and large, it ca.nnot be said that any provbc,iaJ.-
i sm in Carey is traceable to an ignorance of world affairs or men of at-
fairs. For the rest, he has been described as a man of easy simple :manner 
and kindliness of disposition; possessed of a store of anecdote and bright 
repartee; prone to reckless, half-lmmorou.s speeche~; of a racy, intense 
individua.lity; with a richly charac·teristic voice and beantitul black 
eyes; in conversation even more unreserved and open to misrepresentation 
than in his wri t1ng; it was eaq for stupidity to misconstrue and malice 
to misrepresent the man's real character. 1 (1) 
Carey was the first American economist to win a following 
abroad. His principal books were translated into nine languages, and 
his influence was probably greater abroad than at home. 
(1) ~lan, op. cit. 
., 
CHAPTER II 
ID America, political econom;y, as taught 1n the Universities. 
followed closel.7 the traditions of the l!nropean economists. J.:B. Sq' a 
treatise was the foremost .AJoerican text book util 1880, that is, utU 
the renaissance of .AJRerican economic thought under the influence of the 
Gel'JIIaiL Historical school, and untU the readoption of the Ellgl.ish Cla.a-
eical economics and hedonism. (1) Professor JlcVicker, at Columbia, used 
Sq'a Outlines~ Political llconemr (1825), which he admitted was a cop7 
' of llcGulloch' a article 1n the Bri ttanica aupplemanted by )fclicker' s own 
notes and comments. Dr. !homaa Cooper, President of South Carolina Col-
lege. in his 1Lectu:-es on the Elements of Poll tical Econolll'• • pu.t greater 
emphaaia on the evils of the protective tariff and on leiases-teire. ID 
accord was ThoJI&I R. Drew who apoke in favor of :rree Trw 1n his lectures 
at WU11am and lrfal7· (2) Ill 1835 llewman1 a lectures on Political lCconom;y 
(at Bowdoin) and Vethalt8 1s lectures at the Ulliversi'Q' of PeDnqlvania were 
p11blished, but neither proved to be more than a restatement of lfcOulloch. 
supplemented bT references to conditions h the United States. (3) 
Indeed, little is to be foud in the work of pro-
fessional academic4ula to have inspired the seeker 
of a ke;y to the economic forces that were so swiftlT 
(1) i'eil.hac, Ernest. footnote P• 113. 
(2) His fame rests on the fact that as a aouthenwr he attempted 
the economic defense of alave17. 
( 3) Kaplan, op. cit. , pp. 17 - 18. 
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driving the young republic toward a colllJD8ZldiJlg 
position. (1) 
It is apparent that the forerunners of' Hen17 Carey were not 
to be f'ouad in the formal centers of' learning, where were established 
the orthodox followers of' the claasical system of Ricardo, Mal tlms, and 
Smi_th. Bather, the f'orerwmers of' Henry Carey were to be found amoDg 
the men who were closer to the experiences of' the American political 
scene, who raised questions of' public policy as pamphleteers. 
!he foremost of' such men was .Benjamin lraklin. Joseph Dorf-
man refers · to Franklin as a •Gentleman of Commeree. 1 !eDjamin Fralik:lin 
advocated the expansion of' -the currency as a mesas of iowering the in-
terest rate, raising we&e•• and increasirlg prGdnction. He subscribed to 
a labor theGry of' value. Labor, Frank:lin said, is Just a measure of' 
value of' sUver and of' all- thbgs; tra.d8 is aothiDg but the e:haage of 
labor . for labor. Therefore, a country's riches should be valued by the 
quantity of labor its inhabitants can purchase, not by the quantities of' 
species it possesses. :Both the wealth of' the natioa and a dscliniDg rate 
of interest depend on a sufficient suppJ.T of money to car17 on the 
country's internal traa.. b. a tra.diDg country, a searci ty of' money 
causes a hi&h interest rate becanse the seeuri ty tor debts becomes pre-
carious. A high rate lowers the price of' land, for few wUl invest 1:a 
land wheD more money can be made by lendiDg. Furthermore, the scarcit7 
of' moDey reduces the price of the country' a procb1ce enteriDg iD.to trade. 
Finall.T, the scarci tT of' money tiacoura&es laborers and artisans from 
(1) Kaplan, op. cit., P• 18. 
settli~ in the proThcea, for they must, with dithculv, get their 
wages uadar barter arrangements. (1) J'raDkliJl, in his espousal ot the 
cause of the depreciation of' the currency, :aever iJltended that the col-
onies retrain from obtainiDg the precious metals. On the contra17, the 
use of' currency was for the purpose of' iDcreasing the auppl.7 of' the ·specie 
ae treasure. JraakliD1 s paJI!Phlet, 1A Modest Inquiry Into the Nature and 
Jl'eeessity of a Paper-Currency' was infl.ueatial 1n that it helped him ob-
tain the contract for the printing of the an PennqlTania lane. The 
9 
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aettli-.; in the proThces, for they mat, with 41fta.oul ty, get their 
wages u:ader barter arrangements. (1) FraDkliD, in his espousal ot the 
cauae of the depreciation of the currency, :aever intended that the col-
onies refraiD from obtaiBiDg the precious metals. On the oontrar;y, the 
use of currency was for the purpose of increasing the suppJ.7 of the ·specie 
aa treaaure. Jru.k:liD.' s pamphlet, 1 A Modest Inquiry Iato the Nature and 
Necessity of a Paper-Currency' was influential in that it helped him ob-
tain the contract for the printing of the new PennqlTania lame. The 
pamphlet was reprinted in nearly all the Journals of the clq, inclu.cU.Dg 
the .Ore conservatiTe publications. 
!lhougll J'ranklh ea.bacribed to the laissez-faire doctrines, he 
al.so waa ou of the first to apeak in faTor of the protectiTe tariffs. 
He felt that the importation of foreign maauf8 ctures decreases the pop-
ulation of the importiDg country bu.t increases the population of the 
exportillg count17. !herefore, lan preventiDg. the im,portation and ea-
couraging the exportatioa of manufactures are 1 generative1 laws, and, 
heDCe, desirable • 
.Alexander Hamil ton, in his Beport · ~ lfanufactures, pointed out 
the da.mage inflicted upon the .American econoJDT bT the deluge of goods of 
foreign producers upon the restullption of peace, thereby urging the da-
airabili tT of an ecoaomie policy desigaed to reduce the dependence of the 
colonies on foreign countries for supplies. Hamil toa showed a marked 
. . 
familiari t7 w1 th the writings of Adem Smith, and like Smith, saw the poe-
sibili ties of a new inchlstrial. era erlsbg from the efficient use of 
(1) Dorfman, Joseph, !lhe Economic Mind in .America CiTilization, New 
York. 1941;.. Vol. I, pp. 179 - 180. 
machine17 end clivision of labor. Bounties to promoters of domestic enter-
prise :would be beneficial along with tariffs and other favors. The moat 
.important fwlction ot import dUties was to provide liqu.iclity for the 
national debt. A national debt was desirable ill that masses . would have 
to work harder in order to pq the necessa17 taxes. Manutacturera would 
proTide emplorment for the entire pOpulation, and illlnigratiea would be ·. -
eilCoura&ed. The new natioa would rise abo.e the primitiTe at889 of agr.t-
eul. ture. Bounties and tariffs would protect new indu.striea untU the7 
were strong enough to meet foreign competition, after which time free 
in.terDational trade could be reSWiled. JUrther, the increase of manutac-
tures would provide a home market for the agrieu.l tural commodi tie a bei:ag 
produced, and the country would, in this wq, achieve economic stability. 
Like Franklin., Hamilton, in 1790-1791, advocated an expansion. 
of the curren.c;r. The iasile of notes in exeesa ot reserves would sake 
possible loans to the government. J'urthermore, an e2pansion of the . cur-
rencT would increase business prosperi t;r, the~bT hcreaairlg the amount 
of taus which might be levied. 
Closel;r attuned with Hamil ton in. his curren.c7 and funding 
measures was !J!eDChe Coxe who served as .Assistant Secretar'7 and Commis-
sioner of Revenue under Hamil ton. Coxe 1 a research and studies on the 
economic situation of his day were embodied in Hamilton's f'amoua :&!port 
!A Manu.f'acta.rea. Co.xe relied on a variant ot the mercantilist 1balance 
of trade1 theory. ·He arga.ed that imports of foreign countries should 
be reduced to equal· their eon8Wiption of our goods. This should be ac-
colllplished onl.7 by establishi:ag the country's mercantile credit abroa4, 
11 
throll&h the growth of capital and commercial and manufacturing entel"-
prisea. (1) Jgricul. ture, Coxe said in an address, is the paramouat iD.tel"-
est of the colBIIIWli ty. Ba.t the ma:aut'actures would provide a cert&ia JDa%1-
ket and iDcentive for i:mereasing the produce of our lands and fisheriesl 
fUrther, it would provide the neeesaar;r supplies in war time. Manu-/ 
f'actu.rea will fu.rther accelerate the improvements in navigation. He 84-
vocated the passage of the Navigation JQt, which, like the British, 
would restrict the :foreign trads of the United States to American vessels, 
thereby endi~ 1lllDglish tyranny over our carrying trade and commerce w1 th 
the West Indies. 11 (2) . Ooxe condllcted atudies and compiled data on the 
commerce and manufactures of the country which constituted the maJor wr-
ny of .AJDer1can economic conditions of the Ume. 1Eoonomists of snecee&-
ing generations, including the Oareys, found them highly usetul. 1 ( 3) 
Daniel liqmond published his Poll tical lconoJQ; 1D. 18al. I:a 
several respects his ideas were s1llilar to thoae of Hamilton. Bal'mond. 
like Carey, was opposed to the cosmopolitanism of the Classical School. 
Balmond :favored a protective tariff and argued that though a tariff might 
raise prices, the high prices and favorable profits would atilll.llate 
businesamen and increase the demand for labor. l'llrthel'llOre, the restric-
tion of foreip commerce would prodllce an additional market for dD•atlc 
manufactures, thereby increasing the productive ·capacity aad. eventu.a:l.l.J' 
(1) Dorfman, op. cit., P• 250. 
(2) Dorfman, op. cit., P• 250. 
(3) Kaplan, op. cit., P• 21. 
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lowering prices. In his attitude toward England, RaJmond diaplqed the 
animos1 t7 characteristic of the .American School. He cri tic1sed the 
Malthusian principle of popula'Uon. classified land w1 th capital, and 
ignored the law of diminiahi:ag re turn. Rqmond further insisted that 
the facUi ties use& for the acqu.iai tion of the DSCessi ties aad conven-
iences of life should be classified aa wealth. 
".Alexander H. Everett deserves mere mention as a foreru.aner of 
Oare7, in that he published a book in 1823, called!!.! Ideas !!.! Po;pula-
tion, in which he maintained that population mesas alnmdance, on ac-
count of increase in akUl dirls1on of labor, and inTention, which it 
br1Dgs. 1 (1) JCverett was a protectionid and favored taritts as a •ana 
of increasillg the population and 1n4D.atrr, thereby' a.dv~ing the econ-
omiC) developmellt of the couatrr. 
In BUIIIJD8.!'7• it mq be said that the American contribu.tib to 
economic thought d:llring the first half of the nineteenth centur;y did 
not come from economists in the centers of learning, cut rather from 
public minded lqmen who were concerned and took an active part in the 
every~ problems of the country. Oarq was a strong follower of this 
group, and it •was his tu.Dction to synthesise the various phases of the 
American outlook into a system of political econo.r.• (2) 
(1) Hane7, L. H. • Historz of llconomic ib.ought, p. 318. 
(2) Kaplan, -op~ ci·t., P• 27. 
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CHAPT.lm III 
POPULATION 
Carey's most important concepts of political econoJDY' were e%-
pounded in a three wlume work, l,rinciples 2,! Political EcoZ!D!G" (1837), 
which were later revised end pu.blished under the t1 tle o! Principles 2! 
Social Science, (1857). 
Oarqt s views on popllation are directly opposed to the Clas-
sical theory of population, particularl1' as expounded b1' Mal tlms. 
Mal tlm.s believed that population tends to increase in a geometric ratio, 
wh.Ue the supplies of food can onlT increase in en arithmetic ratio. 
!l'he former is perpetual.l1' outstrippiDg the other, hence overpopulatioa 
is ever'1'Where with its attendant povert7 and wretchedness. This ca 
onl7 be remedied by positive checks includ1II8 famine, wars, and :peat1-
lence on the one hand, and preventative checks or moral restraints Oil 
the other. 
Henry Carey points out the errors ill Mal tlm.a' thesis b7 abo,... 
iDg bow different have beea the rates of increases in different environ-
menta in different stages of civilisation. Furthermore, Henry Carey felt 
that increases in population could be · beneficial. Oarq expresses his 
• • 
•1aw of relative increase in the numbers of mankind as follon: 
lfotioll gives force and the more rapid the motion, 
the creater the force obtained. W1 th motion matter .. ,. 
takes upon 1 tself newer and higher forms. !the more 
rapid the motion, the greater the tendanc7 to changes 
of form, to increase of power at the command. of man. 
With every increased power on the one side, there 
is diminished resistance on the other ••• With everT 
- .\ 
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tDcreaae in the extent to which matter has takea 
upon i taelf the form of' man, there should con-
aequsn tl;y be found an i:acreaae in his power to 
gu.ide and direct the forces provided for his use -
with conatantl;y accelerating motion end changes 
ot form, and constant increase in his power to 
comma.nd the food and clothiDg !or his aa.pport. 1 (1) 
It can be seen from the above that Carey's Tiewe were aore ,thaD. 
optimistic. He foresaw that larger populations would f'acili tate the sub-
ject:lon of the forces of nature and would lead to greater agricultural 
productirltT. This increased agricultural productiTity would release 
JD8D7 workers trom \he farms who would find emplo7Jl811t in manu!actu.riDc 
and other indn.strial acti"f'ities. Ce.rq was evidentl.7 influenced~ the 
D.eed that eXisted here dllring the 19th centur,r, that is, the need for 
more man to assist in the development of the vast resources of the west 
and to help 1a the deTelopm.ent of manufactures and incstriea. Perhaps 
Oarq' a chief error was in miatak:i:ag a stage in the daTelopmaDt of the 
United States as a condi t:lon. that would be prevalent h all stage of 
economic development. HoweTer, he does not d&DT the mise17 and wretche&-
ness of the EDgland of ilaJ. thus' tille; but he does state that population 
eond.i tiom.a are esse:atially man made, and as such, can be 10 controlled 
and directed b7 ma.n so that population increases J118iY become beneficial, 
increasing the national wealth. Carey, in eypical American fashion, 
stresses the necessity of' adJusting social and political institutions 
to conform to changes in popu1at1oa. Posi tiTe action in the form of 
land policies and in the form of control of the exports of 
(1) Oare,r, Henr,r C., Principles of Social Science, Philadelphia. 
J.P. Lippi.noo~t ~d Comp&DT, 1858, Vol. III, PP• 88 - 89. 
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agriCW. tural commodities was needed, rather than mere acaclemic diiiCUa-
siou emphasizing nature's taul ts and not DI8D. 1 s taul ts. 
In an e:t!ort to disprove Mal tlm.s' theo%7 of population, Carq 
ci tea III8D1' cases in which increase& in population led to increases in the 
means of subsistence. Carey also considered the •beneficence of the di-
vine order1 in regulatiDg the conditions of peoples living ia regions 
of V8.17ing fertility, and cites the example of the Pacific Coast Indiana 
who were prolific in the presence of an abundance; and the relative 
sterility of the Indians of the Plains where the eu.viromnent was 
difficult. (1) 
In B.ddi tion to the factors of nature, Carey puts his emphasis 
on the 1 real man. • Man, said Carey, should be raised above the classi-
cal conCeption of an animal that 11eats, drinks, and procreates, and has 
but the form of man. • (2) GoTernment policies and land policies should 
raise man above this leTel and give him a feeling of relatiTe well behg 
and responsibility. Difficulties of subsistence exist in areas Where 
popal.atio:u are huddled together in 11hives of human drud€es in indnatrial 
centers. • (3) Governments should encourage the association of men into 
;, :- : · . . 
decentraiized groups of diversified and mu.tuall7 complement&l7 employ-
ments, 1 (4) to provide the proper economic motives in a piouer country 
(iike the United States in the earl.l" part of the Jrlneteenth cent'ur7), 
and also provide for a D.Ormal adJutment of population in the older 
countries. 
(1) Kaplan, op • . cit., pp.; 7o - 12. 
(2) Carey, op. cit., P• 310. 
(3) Care,-, op. cit., P• 311. 
(4) i:aplaa, op. ei t., pp. 71 - 72. 
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ClUPTIR IT 
VJLUE .AND UTILITY 
Like other economists who had been influenced b7 the writinp 
of .Adam smith, Carq subscribed to a labor theorT of Tal.ue. Smith pN-!> 
aented two labor theories of value. T.be first theor,r made Talue depe.-
dent upon the amoua" of labor embodied in a commodit7. Later, Smith 
realised that with the advent of rent and capital, labor· aloae did not 
create value. Consequent17, Adam Smith presented his second definition 
of value, which stated that value depended on the amount of labor which 
a good could command rather than the amount of labor embodied in a 
commodit)r. 
Ricardo adopted Smi th1 s labor-embodied theor.r of value, and 
also recognized the modifyi.Dg effects of land and cepi tal. Carey, ho,.. 
ever, was aot eo sophisticated. He wholeheartedl7 accepted Smith' a 
labor-commanded theoey of value and reasoned it out as follows~ Value 
" is simpl7 •our estimate of the resistance to be overcome before we can 
enter upon . the possession of the thiJ18 desired." (1) Relative values 
change with economic progress. With each progressive step values 
change as the COJiliDOdity is more easily prodnced. Jrom this idea one 
might 4.edDce that Carey recognized the auppl7 and tle:mand aspect o£ 
value, but Care7 did not reason that value would decrease becense of 
increased sUpplies; values would -.crease because of the decreased 
(1) Care7, op. cit., Chap. VI, Vol. I, P• 148, 
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amount of labor required in the reproduction of the commodity. !!hue. 
Carey- went a logical step further than most of his contemporaries; he 
envisioned value, not on the basts of coat of production. lm.t on the 
basis of coat of reproduction. Therefore, value becomes a measure of 
man's increasing mastery over nature, and value was based on the amount 
of labor required to produce the commodit7. 
How can the cost of reproduction determine the value ot goods 
that are incapable of being repr0dn.cedt Obsolete goods and goods no 
longer in use are valued on the basis of reprodn.cbg the newer tools 
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which have replaced the obsolete ones; for reproduction cost is not the 
mere physical reproduction of the commodity, but rather it is the re-
procblction of the satisfaction that the article is capable of giTi:ag. (1) 
This follows logicall7 sili.Ce a more efficient tool naturally reduces the 
value of existing tools for which it is substituted. rue idea of Care,-• a 
cannot be likened to opportunity cost which enters into a subjective es-
timation 0f value. Rather, Oare,-• a value was an objective thing based 
on cost of reproduction. With obsolete goods, Care,- turther e::z:presses 
the element of repr0duction eff'ort saved. 
Scarce goods are highl.T valued becense of the great obstacles 
to be overcome in re]>rodn.cing them. Pearls, for example, are high17 
val.ued becanse the7 are scarce, and that scarci t7 is due to the extrema 
diffiCUlties encountered in their reproduction. However, should a siq;)li-
!ied method be perfected whereb7 pearls can be pradn.ced easil,- and 1n ·! 
(1) Xaplen, .... op. cit., P• 65. 
large quanti ties, and which are indistingo.ishable from the real tb.iDg, 
then the Talue would diminish considerabl.7. 
CareT, in discussing value, was concerned primarily with the 
value to society as a whole. ~erefore, a copT of Shakespeare or the 
:Bible is now not eo highly prized as it formerly was, because, with the 
invention of the printing press, these books can be more easily repro-
duced. 
~e real value of the book is to be found in the 
pleasure of instruction ~t is found in i's peru-
sal; and that now is obtained at a tenth of the 
coat of labor required in the early dqa of the 
printing art. Value is limited b,y cost of repro-
dnction; and when a commodity cannot be reprocblced, 
as in the case of a .Bocaccio, its value h.a.a no 
limit ba. t in the fancy of those who have the desire 
to possess it and have the ability to pq for it. (1) 
I • 
Wi tb. this Carer introdnces value in use and almost completely discards 
value in exchan&e. Carey rightly felt that men applied peysical and h-
tellectual efforts to resources because of the abili t7 of these things 
to satisfy human wants. !herefore because certain goods are usetal., man 
will appl7 his labor to prodnce them; and it is this amount of labor that 
will establish the basis on which goods are exchanged. 11 In exchangtn&, 
the most obri.ous mode is to give labor for labor. • (2) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Carey contrasts ut;11 ty with value as follows: 
UtUi ty is the measure of man' a power over nature. 
Value is the meaaure of nature• s power over man. 
!he former grows, the latter declines •.•.•..••• 
Moving thus in opposite direction, they al~s 
exist in an inverse ratio to each other. (3) 
Kaplan, op. cit., P• 160. 
Kaplan, op. cit., P• 15. 
Kaplan, op. cit., P• 179. 
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!l'he idea of the innrse ratio of utility and value is difficult to 
understand, eerta.1nl7 it makes no contribution to an understend1Dg of 
his concept ot value. Examining the statement, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn. .AJJ prodlletive processes become perfected, the to-
tal utility of all goods prodeed increases becsnse of the 1ncreaee4 
number of goods. At the same time as the productive processes become 
perfected, the goods are more eaeU7 reproduced, and the amount ot 
labor required for the procllnc tion of each unit becomes less and leas. 
Consequ.ently, since labor is the determinant of Talue, value will de-
crease. 
CHAPS. V 
PBODUCTION AND OONSUYP!ION 
Oare;r, in formalatiDg his theories on ProdnOtiBn, included the 
three factors of land, labor and capital aa contributing to procblction. 
Land, he said, was all the natural agents ot prodnction, and though~ 
recognized that the amount of land was limited, he did not subscribe to 
the law ot diminishing returns becauae he claimed that not enough was 
known about the productive :powers of the earth. Labor was all bnman et-
fort, intellectual and physical. He did not distingu.ish between pro-
dnctive and unpro4uctive labor as did Adam Smith. Smith regarded as pro-
aactive all occupations ~t added to the production of vendible goode. 
Smith regarded menial servants, professional meD.~public officials 
as unprodn.ctive because their work perished ,9~e instant ot pro4uction. 
Oapi tel according to Oare;r is the instrument by which maa acquires the 
powers to direct ·the forces of nature. Ca:re;r implied the law of decreaa-
ing costs when he said that the growth of capital will increase pro-
cb1c tion and increase the wages of the workers. 
Care;r was conaid.erabl;r intluenced by J. :a. Sq1 s Law of' Market a. 
Sq -riel t that there could be no general problem of overprocblction since 
suppl;r creates 1 ts oWD. demand. Oare;r reasoned that ID8D is con.t1nual.l.7 
directin& his efforts to the proclu.ction. of' in.stl'WII8n.ts which will enable 
him to harness the forces of' nature (capital). Each sa.eh instrument is 
conBlmBd in the prodllction of' addi tiona! goods which are either con8WIIed 
directl;r or are used to f'aeUitate the further production ot capital 
goods. Hence, everT act of prodnction is an act of consumption. It is 
difficult to aq where one ends and the other starts. •we have a neTer 
ending rou:ad; but, amoDg all these operations, to which of them mq we 
apply the term produ.ction! Where dD~s production end and where are we 
to find the beginning of conSWDption1• (1) 
.. 
!o increase his produ.cti n capac! ty and thereby increase his 
consumption, it is necessar,r ~t man be in association with his fellow 
msJl. By association, 081"87 meant that state where 1man's 1ndividll.al1t7 
is brought out when he can give free ·O:preesion to his instinct of gre-
garioueneas: in the economic sense, when he is part of a closely kn1 t 
group of mtually interdependent prodllcere, each a consumer of the pro-
c!ncta of the other. 1 (2) Through association, Care7 contemplates a 
national collllltiD.i t7 of decentraJ.ized groups, each w1 th an autonomous ex-
i ·etenee in the economic sense. !he eoJilJIIDD.i t7 Dial' export eurpluses, and 
mq receive in return goods that are not loeal.l;r produ.oed. Thus, the 
ooDIIIWli t7 is able to acC'Olll8late eapi tal for ita local needs, improye the 
quali tJ' of 1 ts labor through the emplo;yment of -.chiner;r and . the division 
of labor, raise its standard. of living, and advaD.ce in oul. ture. 
Care7 was a strong advocate of division of labor. b idea of 
division of labor was neither novel nor original; it had been · expressed 
by~ others before him. The val.ue of division of labor came 1;o Carq 
through Adam Sa1 th who wrote · that the greatest improvement in the pro-
ductive powers of labor would come about through the division of labor. 
(1) Care,, op. cit., Vol. III, P• 17. 
(2) Kaplan, op. ei t., p. 82. 
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D1 vision of labor would increase the quantity of prodne tion because of 
the increased dexterity of the worker, because of the saTing of time 
which is lost in pa.eaing trom one type of work to another, and because 
of the greater number of machines that could be used which would fecili-
tate production. 
Care7' s reasoning was in the asme vein, e.cept that hie tb.o'ucl.l'ts -: 
were more plmsible because he recognized the modern ps)'Chological prin-
ciple of individnsl differences. Carey aa1d that w1 th increases in popu,. 
lation, it becomes evident that each ha.s a distinct individ.uslit7 which 
mq qualif7 him to do a particular Job better than it could be done b7 
other members of the colDIIIWliQ'. Therefore the individJlality of DI8D. is 
developed and commerce arises& 
The greater the number of men, the greater is the 
power ot association, the 110re rapid is the develop-
ment Of the indiTidual Capacity and the more do88 
man acquire power over nature .••.•••• With every step 
in this direction, the latent utili ties of matter 
become JaOre and more developed w1 th the constant 
diminution in the value of all commodities required 
b7 mall. leal th tends therefore, to increaae in a 
constantl7 acceleratlng pace, every stage in its 
growth being accompanied b7 an increase in the ra-
pidity with which prodaction and consumption follow 
each other, and in the power of progress. (1) 
In the infancy of society, there was little commerce; therefore, 
the forces of nature lq latent, undeveloped until the demand for these 
commodities was created. Carey said that the hunter and the producer will 
acc'WII1late supply which is sufficient for their needs and will remain idl• 
(1) Kaplan, op. cit., P• 21. 
until that su.pplT is consumed and the demand is created for aa add1 tional 
811PP11'· Commerce will cause a greater demand, and men will not have to 
waste their daTa in idleness. 
In connection with commerce, CareT speaks of the friction which 
arises between the consumer and the producer out of the neeessi t7 of em-
plOTing the trader and the transporter. The profita of the trader and 
the transporter will increase with a reSllltant decrease b. the return 
that goes to the producer. With an increase in the number of middlemen, 
there is an increase in povertT and sla.veey, because. CareT said, 11tow 
years pass between the prodnction of cotton and rice and their consump-
tion in the form of clothes at the place at which thq have been grown-
during all of which time theT are subJect to charges for freight, storage 
and commissions. • (1) The middlemen make no a.ddi tion to the quanti tT of 
goods between the place of production and the place of con&U~~Pt10n. The 
foregoing is not to be interpreted as meaning that Care7 adhered to the 
ide.a of the sterility of trade. On the contr8.17, Carey speaks high17 of 
commerce as the main factor in increasing the prodllction of agricultnral. 
aa well as manufactured goods. Carey was just 8%preasing the idea that 
the nllllber of mic1dlemen should be kept at a minimwD, therefore, the 
goods should be consumed in the locale in which theT are produced. !lhia 
idea contained the seed• of Carey• a arguments for protectioniaa. Carey-
tried to give hie argument universal application, lRlt it arose trom the 
peculiar condi tiona that e%111ted in the United States at the time. 
(1) Kaplan, op. eit., P• 23. 
The wheat and cotton prodneers raised their prodaee b. a reckless. exten-
sive manner for export to England. The7 exploited the soil. then when it 
became exhausted, the7 left to find new and fresh soil. !lhe7 made 1a0 ef-
fort to establish homes and coJIIJIIWli. ties. Tlm.s, for the good and the pro-
gress of the nation, Carey argu.ed for proteetionisa. Pl'Otectionin would 
hasten the industrialization of the countey, increase the population and 
thereb7 create a domestic market for our agricultural commodities. 
According to Carey, the most perishable of all commod1Ues is 
labor. because it is lost forever if it is not conSWiled at the instant 
of its prodnction. Consistent with his theory of value, Care7 reasoned 
that the amouat of human effort expended at SXJY' time is dependent on the 
amount of commodities given 1D exchange for labor; therefore, •the 
greater IIUst necessarily be the inducement for the production of effort, 
and the greater the power of ell to eon8WD8 the . commodities or things 
to the production of which that effort must be givell. 1 (1) Carey ftl.rther 
said that since production and consumption are but measures of each other. 
both m11st increase with eveey increase in the number of persons who must 
draw from this production. Therefore, the demand for labor leads to 
commerce and facilitates the circulation and exchange of goods. 
(1) Kaplan, op. cit., P• 26. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISTRI:BUTIOll 
On the subJect of distribution. Carey' a optimism was directly 
opposed to the pessimism of Ricardo. b concept of the 1harmoDT ot in-
terests• was . at the heart ot Carey's qstem of distribo.tion. By 'harmoDT 
ot interests• Carey meant a system 1n which man, thro'll8h association, 
gains an i.Dcreasing maste17 over nature as he learns to acquire the pro-
duets of nature with lees e:f'tort. Furthermore, with the growing etfec-
tivenees ot labor, labor acquires an 1ncreaa1ng share of a ·· larger total 
product, and at the sam time, all the segments of the ecoDO~q share to-
gether in the increased product ot economic progress. (1) Progresa 
would result in a greater equalit7 of diatriba.tion. llicarc1o felt, how-
ever, that wages and proti ts varied inversel7, and consequently, S1J.7 ia-
crease in wages would come about through a reduction h profits. With 
increases in population, there would be a move to less ferUle landa 
w1 th a resultant increase in mone7 W8&8s: pro:ti ts and rents would Rb-
sequentl7 tall. lilT&D.tual.l.T the rate ot profit would fall to zero, all 
fUrther acCWIIllation and investment would cease, and the final reaul. t 
would be a stationaey- state. 
Carey was more optimistic: 
Tendenc7 towards equality is a natural consequence 
ot the growth o:t wealth, b7' means of which man is 
(1) Kaplan, op. cit., P• 30. 
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enabled to substi to.te mental tor mere physical 
force. llver,r increase in h1s power over natu.re 
is but the preparation for fUrther and greater 
motion in tha.t direction • the forces that op-
posed him becoming gralluall7 centered in him-
self, and aiding h the subjection of others. 
whose power being greater, more strenuousl7 
resist his ettorte. Therefore it is the first 
step which is most costly and least prodllctive. (1) 
Carey believed, as did the Classical Economists, that Oapi tal is tha:t 
part of a eountey' s wealth that is employed in procblction. .Accorcling to 
Ricardo, it consisb chief'l7 of advances to labor, and prof'i ts depend up-
on an excess of productivit7 over these advances. Care7 went on to sq, 
however, that the owner of capital could not demand as high a share as 
he formerly did, becallse he must remember that not only has the pro-
ductivity of labor increased. but the qwp1tit7 of labor required to pro-
duce the capital has diminished considerablT• Capital thus has declined 
1 in ita power over labor, as labor has increased in its power for the re-
production of capi tal. 1 (2) Therefore, labor's share ha.s increased, and 
since the total prod\l.Ct has also increased, the share that goes to labor 
has increased tremendousl7. Ricardo reached this point in his reasoning, 
bu. t then the Mal thu.aian law would come in to operation, and w1 th hcreased 
population, labor would again find itself at the subsistence level of 
wages. 
Oare7 saw that the share that capital received would decrease 
in proportion because of' the increased rate goiug to labor. However, 
(1) Carey, op. cit., Vol. III, P• 110. 
(2) Carey, op. cit., p. 112. 
since the total product has increased so gre.atl7, there would be a great 
iDCrease in the quant1t7 goiug to capital, despite the proportional re-
duction. Oare:r did not think (as did Ricardo) that the rate of retarD. 
to capital would tall to zero. On the contrar:r. Oarq tel t that both the 
wage-earner and the capitalist would profit b7 increased product1T1Q-. 
With e:req increase in production, the result would be the s8DI8t the pro-
portion gointg to labor would iDcrease, the proportion going to capital 
would decrease with a constant increase in quantit:r. !his constant tea-
de!107 toward equ.ali t7 among the various componeats of aociet:r is Oarq' s 
harlloDT of hteresta. It differs from Ricardo's station&ey' state 1n that 
the interests of the economic classes are aot at variance with each other, 
but are actuall7 in harmoDT• An 1!101-eaaed share to labor will not briDg 
a correapoD.ding reduction in the share goiug to capital; both will 
increase. 
Such is the «reat law governln& the distribution 
of labor' e products. Of all the recorclsd laws 
in the 'books of science, it is perhaps the most 
beautitul - being, as it is, that one, in virta.e 
of which there is established a perfect harJioD7 
of real and true interest among the various 
classes of m8Dld.:af,. (1) 
Carq held to a wa&e-tand theoey of wages. He believed, as did 
Senior and others, that the rate of wages dependent on the ttmd set aside 
for the maintenance of labor CO.JII.Pared with the s1se of the population. 
The sise of the f'and. would be cond1 tioned by the amount of cap1 tal h 
prochlction. Carey's formula is that the rate of wages is clsterllined b7 
(1) Oare,r, op. cit., Vol. III. P.P• 113- 114. 
the ratio of capital to population, but since the power of capital be-
comes concentrated in labor, wages are dependent upon the productivity 
of labor. 
hterest is subject to the same laws of evolution. In the de-
cline of the rate of interest fr&m 50 per cent in ancient times to 4 per 
cent lies the proof of ma.n'e improved conditions. As the labors of the 
present become 110re prodnctive, the value of all commodities decline ill 
relation to the value of labor. Wi t.b interest, also, the rate deereases 
while the absolute amount increases. !l.his is chle to the expanded trade 
and business which has resulted trom increased populations. 
Interest, according to Oare;y, waa the pqment for risk. As a 
countcy acquires greater population, indn.str;y, and economic regular! t;r, 
the risks decline. Care7 took iane w1 th Hume (who said that low inter-
eat rates can generall.7 be ascribed to a plentif'al suppl;r of money) b7 
eqin& that workers whose wages are high can alwqe obtain mone;y at in-
terest rates lower than those whose 1f88eS are low, becanse high wages 
ere indicative of a high social and economic order, and coneequentl;y, 
there is considerabl;r less risk involved. 
Bent, was no thing more than a pB1'Jilen t for the capt tal improve-
men ts on the land. 
CareT challeDged Ricardo' • concept .~t rent is cansed 1 by the 
ori ginal and indestructible powers of the soil." Rent is paid, said 
CareT, becsnse of the man-made values accruing to land from the applica,. 
tion of capital thereon, the settlement of population, and improvements 
of transportation. 
Carey becomes impatient with Ricardo who claimed that earlT 
cultivation began on the more fertile soils. !his, Carey claims, is 
contra17 to the factS. Hiator,y proves that earl.7 cultivation began on 
the poorer soils and, . with the growth in population and wealth, the 
neceasi t7 for e::z;pansion arose, and the richer soils were eul tiYated. 
Since cultivation starts on the poorer soils, it cannot be 
maintained, as did Ricardo, that rent arises from the differences 1a the 
productivitT of the first land cultivated and the lends subsequent17 
cultivated. On the contra17, the reverse was tru.e aceord1D& to CareT; 
rent would equal the interest on the capital miaua the differences in 
the prodnctivi t7 of the first lands cultivated and the absequent lands 
put into use. !the indication is that rent was onl.J' the price paid for 
the capital improvements on the lands. 
Since rent is a return to capital, it must follow the same 
evolutionary process: decreasing in proportion While increasing in 
absolute amount. Therefore, rent does not increase, as Ricard.o thought, 
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bu.t Dllst decrease since, in the movement :from the poorer soils to the 
richer soils, all commodities are produced e.t the expenditure of leas 
labor. 
It could not be true that the interests of the landlord. and the 
labOrer are opposed, and that the share goi~Jg to one varied inversel7 
w1 th the share going to the other, and that an increase in rent Dllst come 
about thro~ a decrease in wages. Care)" beliend that the reTerse waa 
tru.e; the iA.tereat of the lancllord and the laborer are in perfect hal"-
moq. With improvements in agriculture, the return to the landlord 
would increase in quanti t7, and. since _improvements would alze increas . 
the prod.uctivit7 of labor, the laborer's share would also increase. (t) 
Carey's idea of the evolution from the poorer soils to the 
richer soils came as a result of his observation o'f the development ot 
a&riculture in the Unite_d States. The immigrants first settled on the 
roclq sea coast, then they moved to the Piedmont region, and next to the 
rich western plains. Therefore, he cannot be thought of as being wrcng, 
bu.t he did make the mistake of t¢ng to attribute to it a universality 
it did not possess. 
In conclusion, Carey's s)"etem e'f distribution was based on a 
harmony of interests in which all eoaeerned prof! ted. ThoU8}1 at the be-
ginning there might be some ex_ploi tation and inequ.ali ty, progress can 
onl.7 lead to greater equalit7. 
(1) Carq, op. -cit., Chapters XLI, XLII, Vol. III. 
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CHAPTER VII 
PROTECTION 
On the subject of domestic trade, Hen17 Carey waa a •tree 
trader, • because, he felt, the free circulation of goods and ••rrices 
would increase the industrialisation of the country. However, on the 
subject of foreign trade, Henr;r Carey was an ardent protectionist, aa 
idea 1Dher1ted from his father. In both •n, the principle of Protec-
tionism was born as a reaction ~ the Engliah methods of restrictiDC ino-
ternational trade as exemplified in the lll~ish Navigation Laws, whose 
objectiTe, he said, •wae that of preventing competition or the purchase 
and transport of the rude produce of the earth. 11 (1) Hen17 Carq was 
more than a protectionist; in fact, he can be termed an isolationist, 
because his earnest desire was that the United States should become a 
self-sufficient nation w1 th a JIU.l. tiplici v ot skills and industries. 
Furthermore, the protective measures that Hen17 Carey advocated were not 
designed to protect aolely the infant industries. :Because of his associ-
ation• w1 th the Philadelphia Society for the Promotion of National In-
dna try and the Pennsylvania Society tor the Promotion of Usetal Manu-
fee tures, he became a champion of domestic industry which, he believed, 
would inwre the economic independance of the Un1 ted Sta:-tes. 
Carey, like HamU ton and Franklin before him, advocated •as-
urea that would reduce· the country's international dependence for essen-
tial raw materials and manuf'actures. Therefore, to increase the 
(l) Carey, op. cit., p. 251. 
lndastrialization of the infaat nation, duties on imports were necessar.r 
ao that domestic industries could be encouraged. CarQ" elao laid stress 
on the ciTiliziDg influence of manufactures and commerce. He said that 
the United States would, indeed, be a stupid coun.tey if all .Americans 
devoted tbameelvea to agriculture. Furthermore, without industrialisa-
tion, agriculture would suffer because there would be no home markets for 
its produce; and with the exportation of the agricultural commodities, 
the coat of transportation to distant countries would coniiWDe the greater 
part of the farmer• s profits. In addition, the export of the cmm trT' a 
1 soil in the form of raw prodnce Dlltat end in the export of men. • (1) 
Carey-• a Tiewa were both Q'p1cal. of and at variance with those current 
du.ring the lllddle of the nineteenth century-a QJ)ical beca:nae the prin-
ciple of protection was never relinquished, at variance because the ten4r-
ency:. of the tariff rates trom 1832 to the Civil War was generall;r down-
ward. The panic of 1837 eo depleted the iDCome of the national govern-
ment that the protectionists were successfUl in restoring the duties in 
1842 almost to a level with those of 1832. The dnties, thereafter, while 
maintaining pro tee tion, were lowered, and the tendency- downward was con-
tinued until 1861. 
In addition to tariffs, Carey- recommended that illlligrante be 
attracted here to e:z:ploit the vast resources of the country. 
Adequate protection, in addition to protecting the fermer and 
the manufacturer, enables the governme:p.t to leTT •direct and honest 
(1) Carey-, op. cit., P• 333. 
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taxation• in the form of tariff's. (1) .Again, like his predecessors, 
Carey saw tariffs as a means of increasing the 1neoJJe of the national 
government. This was a view held by JDaD7 of his contemporaries, a 
view which finally culminated in the passage of' the Morrill Act of 1861. 
The Morrill Act imposed high tariffs to bolster the income of the govel'D.-
m.ent with which to finance the Civil War. As a free trader, Care;r would 
limit the government' a interference with business to just the tariff. 
Carey's chief' arguments for protection, according to Hane7, 
are first, the beneti ta of association, and second. the necessi tT of' re-
tu.rniDg to the earth what is taken from it. It is ueessa:cy to have BD-
tual17 complimentary and diversified employments. America.,does not wish 
to become the great farm c1 ty for lllngla.n.d, .,1ust as England has become the 
great factory of the world. i'hia is repl'8henaible in that England would 
become dependent on . the rest of the world, and in case of we.r, E%2gland 
could have nothing bllt mieeey. (2) Some valid! ty might have been allowed 
Carey's f'irat argu.ment for protection if he had limited his protection to 
infant and essential induat17. However, his desire to extend protection 
to all indn.str;r and for all tiM, destroyed a:D.7 val.idit;r which the argo.-
ment might have possessed. 
His second argument was completel;r fallacious. He said that a 
portion of what is taken from the soU must be returned to the soU. I~ 
the prodllce of the earth were exported to foreign co"'m.tr1ea, it would 
(1) Care,r, op. cit., p. 207. 
(2l Hane7, Lewis H., !!_istorz of Economic !thought, 1he llacmillan Co., 
liew York, 4th Edition, 1949, pp. 419 - 424. 
cause the exportation of men. If sold in the nearby communi ties, it 
would be returned to the soil in the form of fertilizer. This- argument 
is a direct dsnial of the feet that foreign trade mi&ht be profitable to 
the coun.tr,y. Oare7 did not foresee ~t there might exiat other wqs of 
fertilizing the soU, apart from the direct application of the produce ot 
the soil. He ne&lected to see that the use of chemical fertilizers and 
the growth of certain crops could be just as beneficial to the soil. (1) 
He also failed to account for the imports which woul.d a.ccru.e as pqmenta 
for the goods exported. 
TAXATIOll 
Care)" preferred direct taxes to indirect taxes. B7 direct taxa-
tion, Care7 meant a leV7 upon the fixed propertT of the coJII.IIIUni t7 (land 
and buildings) which received the benefit of the securi t)" which the taxes 
provide. l3y indirect taxation he meant a leT)" on the circulation of 
goods and services. Care)" ci tea lD8ll1' historical exsmples to. show that 
progress towards civilization is found in countries where indirect taxa-
tion is r~laced b7 direct taxation. 
We find that commerce grows a we paas trom those countries 
in which taxation is indirect toward those in which 1 t is 
direct. The circulation becomes more rapid - eontn1JB.PUon 
following more closel)" on prodaction - production itself 
increasing because of the econoll)" of hwaan effort - and 
wealth augmenting bec8llse of a growing power of associa-
tion consequent upon the removal of governmental inter-
ference with the tree exchange of ideas and services, 
commodities and things. (2) 
(1) San6~, p. cit •• p. 419 - 424. 
(2 Rane7-1 op. cit., P• 178. 
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The foregoin& statement indicates that Carey maintained some vestige of 
laiasez-!aire which he had abandoned for the most part. Carey :tel t that 
to tax goods and services in transit would be to interfere with coiDIIl8rce. 
The direct tax, Carq contends, 1a paid directly and honestl7 
b;y the one who owns the property that requires protection. Who, the-. 
pqs the indirect taxt Since the brokers, traders, and others derive 
their living from the fru.i ts of land and labor, indirect taxation DIU.st 
consequent17 diminsh the share that goes to the laborer who produces the 
raw materials. Carey displqs an amazing lack of foresight: he did not 
understand that both the taxes on fixed propert;r and the taxes on goods 
and services would be added to the price of the finished goods and 
shifted to the consumer, the latter tax to a greater extent that the 
former. 
Siace, according to Carey, land and labor are the ultimate 
payers of' all taxes, regardless of their mode of collection, Carey con-
eludes that it would be more honest to tax then directly so that they can 
decide to what use they will put their land or their service a. J'urth.el'-
more, direct taxation keeps the cost of collection to a minimum; there-
fore, it would be to the advantage o:f' those who pq the tax that the 
tax be direct so that their ultimate burden will be less. 
Henry Carey had evidentJ.t been influenced by the l4eTCantUista 
who had advocated a direct tax on land. The M:ercantUist, 1n advancing 
their argwnents for the direct tax, contended that taxes on industr-7 and 
commerce were only a roundabout wq of taxing land, and since 1 t was 
roUlldabout, it was also the least economical.. 
36 
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CHAPTER VIII 
C.ABEYI S REACTION !00 ADAM SMITH 
Haney speaks of Carey as either having a 1 dual system of thought• 
or of being philosophically inconsistent. In his ideas on Population and. 
Distribution, Carey differed ao widely :from the classical ec~nomiata 
that one might c~nsidar an opponent of the Classical School. In certain 
important essentials he agreed with the classical sy-stem of thought. (1) 
Within the Engliah Classical School, Carey tends to adhere to the doc-
trines of Adam Smith, and he tends to react violently to the "pessiudu11 
of Ricardo and Mal thus • 
.Adam Smith subordinated foreign trade to d.Gmestic. Smith has 
often been referred to as beU, a peysiocrat at heart. This contention 
is partially corroborated by Smith's belief that domestic trade contribu.-
ted to the advancement of agriculture. The reduction of foreign trade 
and the elevation of domestic trade allows agriculture to benefit, and 
this is desirable since agriculture alone is truly productive. Carey 
regarded trade and manufacture as necessary only to the degree that they 
contribu.te to the advancement of agriculture. 1 in reality-, it ie Smith's 
deep-rooted agrarianism that Carey is delighted to recover. 1 (2) Both 
Carey and Sm1 th said that in agrieul tu.re the oD17 capital required was 
(1) Haney, op. cit. , 
(2) Teilhac, Ernest, ;. i oneer of Economic Thought in the 19th Centurr, 
The llacmillan Co., New York, 1936, P• 83. 
1 in the form of tools and machine%7• but the amount required was leas 
than was required in 8llJT other emplo7J!18nt, proportionately to the m.tiDi-
ber of laborers emplo78d. In agricul. ture alone, tho'U&ht Carey, dDes 
natu.re work w1 th man, and the more man approaches nature, the more near--
ly right he is. Capital, according to Oare;y, is the means b.r which Dl811 
masters nature, and on capital both production and wages are dependent. 
Then, in agriculture the highest return is received from capital. 
Care;y also admired Smith' a social tendencies and. agreed with 
Saith in his criticism of the merchants. 1 The great English. economist, 
said the .AJDerican, having seen that political action Cleaigned. to ,mata 
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raw material and labor cheap was the work of the dominant classes, warned 
llngland. to abandDn a a;rstem wh:leh aimed at the alaver;r of the people and 
the ultimate weakening of the communi t,-. 1 ( 1) ~ Wealth of Nations ex-
llOUD.ds a plliloaop~ of the digni t,- of the individual, of the constant 
strife o.f the individnal to better himself, and of hUJBaD. liberty' as the 
ideal of oUl' existence. These can best be achieved b;y allowil]€ the in-
dividual to seek his cnrn. emplo;rment. This philoso~, which is neither 
str~ nor discarded even today, was adhered to by Carey. 
Carq• s theo%7 of value closely correlates that of Baatiat. 
Ba.atiat cannot be tho'll&ht of as an opponent of the classical qstem. 
Carey, like :Baatiat, adhered to Adam Smt~t a labor theory of value. 
Carey differed from Smith's labor embodied theory by upholding a cost-of-
production, or more correctly, a cost-of•reprod.U.~ :tion theo17 of value. 
(l) Carey, op. cit., p. 83. 
:Both Smith and Care;r recognized the u.tili t;r aspect of value, though Slll.th 
qu.ickly dismi seed it after defining it. 
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Care;r admired. Smith's social tendencies, but he criticized Smith 
for reacting too violentl;r against Mercantilism. Showing the effects of 
Hume' s influence, Smith came to look at money as the representation of 
commodities and labor. Bence,. the quanti t;r of mone;r in circulation was 
of no importance eaept in foreign trade. In foreign trade, a large amount 
of mone;r was detrimental .beceuse it raised the price of labor and commodi-
ties. Care;r took Smith to task: for failing to see that if an abundaa.Ce 
of mone;r ~raises the price of labor and raw materials, it simultaneously 
lowers the price of finished goods, which is the important thing in foreign 
trade. Carey reasoned as follows: with a greater snpply of money in cir-
culation, exchange becomes more immediate, with a resultant economy in men-
tal and physical force, end increased production. UoreoTer, the internal 
effects of a large supply of mone;r are beneficial. (1) 
Carey envisioned Cap! tal as the instrument by which man is en-
E~bled to direct the forces of nature, and on this point, he differs·:with 
Smith. Carey, in the 39th Chapter of his Principles of Sociel. Science, 
quotes Smith, 1 the general industey of society can never exceed what the 
capital of society can employ •••••••. No regulation of society can in-
crease the quantity of indllstey beyond what its cap! tal can maintain. It 
can only divert a portion of it into a direction into which 1 t might other-
wise have not gone. • (2) Carey contends that the basic error in the 
(l) Carey, op. cit., 
(2) Carey, op. cit., Vol. III, P• 68. 
qaoted atate~~ent arise trom. Smith's definition of capital. Capital, ac-
cording to Smith, is the stock of goods intended for conSilJRption (inven-
tor;y) and the goods intended to yield reTenue. !his stock of goods will 
be ver,y small in a well organised societ,r. lhere ever association exists, 
consWilption is rapid. In order that men might be able to associate, they 
IIU8t have the power to incrtlase 'their supplies of monq. The essential 
difference between Smith and Carey was simplY' a conflict between the 
1libera1 principle and the mercantilist principle, between intervention 
and non-intervention. • (1) Smith felt that man would alwqs strive :tor 
hie own best interest~ which must coincide w1 th the best interests of 
society. Carey, however, advocated government intervention for the pro-
motion of social welfare. 
Carey- questioned Smith* s contention that savings are the iD-
mediate cau.se of capital increases. This was fallacious, claimed Carey, 
since indll.s tr;r alone can create the instrwaen te which increase man • s 
power over nature. Carey failed to see that both were necessary. Indus-
tr;y and savings, working together, create capital goods. 
Carey, then, was essentially a follower of .A4aa Smtth, d.ee-
pite the apparent eontradictions which have been pointed out. It is poe-
aible for opposilJg schools te have a co11110n origin; heace, it is not 
strange that Carey should be thoU&ht of as adhering to the Smithian 
scheme of economic tholJ&h t, while opposing the thinking of Mal thus and 
Ricardo. 
(1) Teilhac, op. cit., p. 84. 
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In the analysi-s of political economy made by Mal thus apd 
Ricardo, they recount the plight of population which is constantly 
fighting against the diminishing supply of naturs.l resourses, whUe 
being pushed to continuous increases by biological forces. This 
Carey could not undenrtand when he lookeQ. at the United States, whiCh 
was at that very time in the process of conquering the vast res9urces 
of the West. The task was enoraous; it needed the strength .and forces 
. . 
of a vast population. Land was in great abundance and labor was 
acarce. It was inconceivable that these doctrines of population should 
be made to apply as a generality. Carey's principal error was that 
he ta.iled to realize that this was ooly -a etage in the development 
of the United States, and could not be applied to situations else-
where. Both llalthus and Carey. made the same error. Mal thus was in 
error, also, when he tried to interpret conditions preval.ent in England 
~s being prevalent in other countrie,tJ. _In the :absence of refined 
sta.tistica.l methods, they could only base their observations on empiri-
cal evidence gathered in the society in which they lived. To assume 
that these conditions would prn&U elsewhere, and that general laws 
could be deduced therefrom was a gross error. However, Carey does not 
deny the wretchedness end poverty or England, but he does state that 
:: 
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population increases can P8 made to bebaneficial. Difficulties of sub-
sistence exist in areas where populations are huddled together in 
•hives of hullan dru4&es in industrial centers.• (1) To be properly-
motivated, there lllU.St be division of labor into coapliltents.ry empl.oy--
ment·a. Pioneer countries a·s wel.l as mature countries will. benefit froa 
diTisioa of l.abor. 
ear-., was a nationalist and a protectionist. He was in 
favor of--association and apecial.ization as a means of advancing the pro-
gress of the country. Association, Carey said, develops individual~ty-
by- promoting a diversity of occupations. On this point he .attacks the 
F.ngland of the time of llalthus and Ricardo. l!G.gland, he said, is 
attempting- to achieve its goal. of iaperialism by- intemal specialir.ation. 
Relative to this, he said that the United States would be a stupid 
country- if all Americans devoted themselves to agriculture. Hineteenh 
century' Eilglend wished to become the work-.shop of the world; hence, 
England in .international specialization was only- part of a body. Opposed 
to this, the United States was nearly a world in itself, and Carey saw 
the nation s.s the chief end. Classical &gland be criticized because 
England favored foreign trade at the expense of domestic by sacrificing 
agriculture to industry. 
Carey is opposed to both liberalism (a system of la.ispez-f&ire 
and individual fre-edom) and mercantilism; ·•to libe-ralism because his own 
{1) Carey, B.C., op. cit., Vol. III, p. )11. 
SJStem seeks to reestablish national political individuality; to aer-
cen tili8lll because it rej eets any means which are designed to subordinate 
domestic traqe to foreign. • (1) Carey fel.i , that all the faults of the 
English econOilic aystem were the result of the separ&.tion of .agricultural 
rrom industrial. producer. With a host of illteraediaries between the 
producer or re.w materials and the producer of finished goods, only-. a 
sull part of the price paid by the coo.SUiler is transmitted to the pro-
ducer. The result ha8 been, .said Carey-, that the rural population has 
withdrawn fr011 the fields, with a resulting decrease in tbe number of 
runl. workers and an illcres.ae in the n\11\ber of shopkeepers. Whereas 
Adam Smith's qstea sought to create competition for the purchase of 
labor, the KaltJ!Lusian-Ricardian sy-stem creates competition among laborers 
for the sale o! la'bor. As a. re.sult wages constantly tiJ.l. 
Carey- challenges ·Ricardo' s definition of rent on . the ground 
that rent is not caused by the •original and indestructible powers of 
the soil." ' Rent comes about because of "'essentially JDBn-made val.ues 
accnli.ng to the land by virtue of the employment of capital thereon, the 
settlement of population close thereto, and of improvements in transporta-
tion.• (.2) llieardiu rent, cla.iJaed Carey, presupposes a sequence of 
events which is contrary to the f&.cts. In cultivating land, farmers do 
(1) Teilhac, Ernest, Pioneerp~<of--Ailerican Economic Thought in the 19th 
Ceptuu, The Macmillan Co., lew York, 19.36, p • . 87. 
(,2) Kaplan, op. cit., p • .36. 
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not go from the richer soils to the poorer soils, but from the poorer 
soils to the richer. He bases his arguments on empirical evidence. The 
Malthusian-Ricardian premise that a rise in rent is always the effect of 
"the difficulty of providing food for its increasing population" is untrue 
according to Carey. Carey felt that rent is the effect of the increasing 
facility of producing food. The increasing ease with which the land is 
persuaded to yield food ia a concoaitent of increasing populations and 
the ccmcurrent benefit& of asBociation. Carey tella us that the fact that 
a rant is paid ia evidence ot the fact that the capi ta1 that is applied 
to the land produces more than the usual rate. •Thus, rent represents 
a differential for capital favorably placed over the normal return on 
capital not so favored." ( ~) 
That rents .should riBe at the expense of wages and profits is 
contrary to the trend of normal progress. Rent per acre, according to 
Carey, increases with greater production, but, proportionate to the 
revenue of the cultivator, the rent decreases. 
The whole English Classical .system, whether it is defended P.f 
llalthus, Ricardo, llcCulloch, or even Mill, according to Carey, is fr011. 
the beginning a "syste~~ of discords." Its advocates are in disagreement 
with one snother as well as with the facts. It tends to create war 
(1) Kaplan, op. cit., p. J6. 
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between individual.s and between nations.; 
Professing an admiration for the freedom of 
commerce, he (Ricardo) teaches us that a 
monopoly of the land is in accordance with 
a great law of nature. Believing in free-
dom of action, he teaches that if men and 
women will marr,y ••• starvation is to be 
their probable reward. Thoroughly adm.iring 
sound morality, he enforces the advantages 
of celibacy ••• professing a desire for free 
trade in corn, he teaches the landlord his 
interest. will be injuriously affected b,y 
it ••• Desiring that the rights of propert,r 
aay be respected, he instructs the laborer that 
the interests of the landowner are to be pro-
moted by wery measure tending to produce a 
scarcity of food. (l) 
Ricardo's book is a •true manual of the demagogue." Why should God have 
said •increase and multiply?• Certainly, in his mercy and wisdom, He 
could not have wished for •uch disorder. In his justice He was not 
capable of creating institutions that would give birth to tyranny and 
oppression. 
According to Carey, this discordant system is the result of 
deep-rooted materialism. This system of materialism does not recognize 
man's distinctive qualities, and credits him with being only a "human 
aniiial. • Here Carey gives expression to his Code of "Christian Economics," 
which is remtniscent of Sismondi and particularly Villeneuve-Bargemont. 
(1) Carey, Vol. III, op. cit. 
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CHAPTBR X 
In 1850, Henry Carey published HarmonY of Interests. Shortly 
after, Baatiat published hia Jiarmonies Economigugs. · Previously, Carey 
had published his Principles of Political Econ9lJlY (1837) 1 and also his 
'fhe Past, Present and the Future (1848). Bastiat' s Harmonies 
Economigues states theories and ideas siailar to those of Oar~, and 
Carey was quick to accuse Bastia..t of pla,~arism. One need only to com-
pare the tho gbts of the two man to see the similarity. 
Both Bastiat and Carey spoke of the human body in relation to 
the social body'. Like Carey 1 Bastiat emphasized the importance of 
association of mutually complementary individuals to promote the social, 
political, and economic development of man. The only difference is that 
Bastiat gives it the new name of •solidarity.• (1) . This was the basic 
philo.sopby of both Harmonies - a gener.sl. basic harmony must exist to 
bring about the happines.s of mankind. 
Both Bastiat and Carey had a theory of' social value. Value 
is not determined b,r the amount or labor cousumed in the production of 
a coBIIIodity, ~t by the amount of labor saved. This i8 a cost-of-
reproduction theory. Proiress leads to a constant dillinution of value 
(1) Teilhac, Ernest, op. cit., p. 101. 
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as the cost of reproducing a COJIIIloditi becomes simplified with tech-
nological advances. 
Both Care,y and Bastiat reacted violently to the pessimism 
inherent in Ricardo's theor,r of rent. Bastiat returns to the old 
physiocratic view of rant,. that rent arose more from the bounty of nature 
than from her nisgardliness. Rent was governed by the same laws that 
govern the share given to capital. The share of the capitalist, as 
c ap itsl. increases, increases absolutely but decreases relatively. 
However, the share paid to labor increase.s in both relative and absolute 
amounts. Carey's rent was also opposed to that of Hicardo. Carey stated 
that Ricardo's theory did not fit the facts, which actually led to the 
opposite conclusion. With the first settlement, the less fertile lands 
or the lands most conveniently located are first cultivated. As the 
move is made from the less fertile to the more ferti le lands, there will 
ensue fill increasing output per unit, wi. th the result that the price of 
grain falls and the amount of rent falls. 
Another point of similarity between Carey and Bastiat is their 
criticism of Ricardo's idea on the relationship between profits and 
wages. With economic progress there would be an increase in the total 
output, which would result in an increase in labor's total share. HEme, 
labor would profit with economic progress. The share to capital would 
be a diminishing relative, but the absolute amount would increase. This 
i s sOJRewhat siaila.r tG> Ricardo's thoughts on the subject; however, the 
Optimists do not carry· it to the conclusion of the "stationary society• · 
that Ricardo envisioned. 
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Therefore, it would seem that the similarity was more than 
mere coincidence. Ernest Teilhac quotes Professor Ferrara as admitting 
that •Bastiat published his Harmonies taken wholesale as to facts, 
figures and philosophy from the works of Carey.• (1) Kaplan states 
that "He (Griswold) was at pains to point out. that the doctrine (of 
value) has been taken from Carey without having given him due credit. 
The controversy was amicably settled by a correspondence in the course 
of which Baetia t acknowledged that 1 that grand and consoling cause, 
the accord of interests of classes, is more indebted to no one than to 
Mr. Carey,' and ill which the French economist expressed his regret as 
having failed to give full acknowledgement in his writings to the 
American origin of the theory of value as a cost of reproduction, or 
iabor saved. • (.2) 
However, Bastiat was more than a mere plagiarist. How else 
can be explained the renown in which he is held as an economist? How 
else can be justified some of the differences in the concepts of Carey 
and Bastiat? Perhaps the differences can be explained partially by the 
difference in backgrounds. Carey based his theories and concepts on 
empirical evidence gathered from the American Political and Economic 
scene, whereas Bastiat, whose native habitat was France, must have 
pruned his observations from the operation of the French economy. This 
wide difference . in background - a pioneer country which inspired internal 
(1) Teilhac, Ernest, op. cit., p. 100. 
(2) Kaplan, A.D.H., Henry Charles Carey, p. 46. 
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f'ree trade and protectivism on the one hand, and a more advanced culture 
and social. atmosphere that inspired the first socialists on the other 
hand - would certainly explain the lack of' similarity of the commercial 
policies advocated by the two men·. , 
Ernest Teilhac expresses the opinion that both the sjmilarity 
and the dissimilarity between Carey and Bastiat are based on the common 
influence of' the writings of Jean Batiste Say. The substitution of 
"social science• by Carey for his earlier '"Political Economy• may have 
been influenced by Say' s phrase 111' economie sociale. • Further 1 for 
Carey, his real freedom of trade was no more than the active applica-
tion of Say's law of markets (debouches) • In addition it seems certain 
that Carey borrowed from Say the idea that wealth increases in propor-
tion to the decrease in the value of the products, and also the idea 
that. wealth increases in proportion to the rise in the value of man. 
Bastiat, as well as Carey, received inspiration from the writings 
of J.B. Say. Bastiat, in his cost-of-reproduction theory of value, intro-
duced the concepts of •onerous utility" and "gratuitous utility,• which 
might have been based on Say's idea that nature created both utility and 
value. The utility of a Commodity is contained in its matter, but its 
value is inherent in its service. Bastiat reproaches Say for confusing 
utility and value, and value and wealth. 
•Both Ba:stia t and Carey, with out completely understanding tl\eir 
common inspirer, borrowed from Say. But Bastiat borrowed more than Carey, 
and for this reason he surpasses Carey.• (1) 
~ 1) Kaplan , op. cit. , Chapter II, Section XI. 
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DISCIPLES OF CAREr 
One of the foremost exponents of the Car&y' system was the 
Rft'erend Ruf'us Gripold, editor· of the Bative Americ8Jl. The · publish-
ing firm or Carey, Lea, and Car87 had nuaeroua dealings with Griswold, 
and it was perfectly natural that Gri.swold would sing the praises of 
a fellow Whig in his publications. Griswold wrote a lengthy and praise-
laden article for the Whig Renew in Janu.ary, 1851, entitled "HeDr¥ c. 
Ce.rey, The Apo.stle of....the Americaa School of Political Econ0Dl)'", 11 which 
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he .later reprinted in his own journal, . The International Monthly Magazine. (1) 
~e American lhig Review of October, 1850, published an article written 
by Griswold, in '!hich he deplored the fact that the works ot Carey, 
though accepted in European coUDtries, 11have not yet been adopted b7 any 
.... ~. 
Ameri-can univer.sity.• (2) 
Gri81t'old again took up his pen in defense of his friend, Carey, 
when the Bastiat-Care;r controversy raged. Griswold bitterly criticized 
Bastiat tor haTing availed himself of Carey's ideas without giving proper 
credit. Later Griswold reported that the controversy was settled with 
Baetiat's acknowledgement of his error in having failed to give full credit 
to the origin of the cost-of-reproduction theory of value. 
(l) Dorfman, Joseph, The EconOIIli.c Mind in American Civilization. lew 
York, The Viking Press, 1946, P• 805. 
(.2) Kaplan, A.D.H., Uenu Charles Carez, p. 52. 
Another ardent disciple of the Carey system of poli tieal econolll7 
was E. Peshine Smith, who was also a devout attendant at the gatherings . 
at Ca.re;r's home. Smith was educated at Columbia and at the Harvard Law 
School. For some tille he practiced law and journalism, until Carey, 
throuefl his friendship with .Horace Greely, was instruaental in securing 
for Smith a protessorPip of Political Economy at New York University. 
Smith felt that Carey's writings were too verbose to be used as textbooks. 
As a result, in 1853, he published his Manual of Political Eeopomz, in 
which he agreed with Adam Smith that labor should be free, and to restrict 
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it with trade unionism is just as objectionable as legislative restriction. (1) 
E. Peshine Smith's textbook achieved instant success • . It was translated 
into French and Geman, and was adopted for -.use at" ~obart College in Geneva, 
New York. Following the publication of his book, Smith was given msny 
government posi tiona, but he never ceased to sing the praises of Carey. 
David Aae.s Wella was another fervent admirer of Heney Carey, 
and one who attempted to advance the philosophy of Henry Carey whenever 
it was possible. Wella was born in Springfield, Massachusetts, of .a 
family which was proainent in the manufacture of paper. lie attended 
Willi8Dl8 College, and after his graduation in 1847 beosme an assistant 
editor of the Springfield Republican. After a yesr, he left his news-
paper post to attend Harvard's Lawrence .Scientific SChool. He became a 
prolific writer, and in 1857, he prepared the American edition of Charles 
Knight1.s Knowledge is Power. Knight was a popular writer who attempted 
to simplifT economics for popular consumption. In preparing the American 
(1) Dort.aan, op. cit., p. 807. 
edition of lpowled.ge ia Powe~:, he inserted a chapter taken almost 
verba till (with acknowledgement) from Carey' a pamphlet, Qp Monez. Ill 
appreciation Carey sent hill many books on Political Econ0Jl7. ll) 
\1) Dorfmlm, op. cit., p. 807. 
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CONCLtJSIOR 
Carey -.de no new or original contributions to the develop-
ment of economic thaught, but he di~ •erve to direct attention to the 
United States and the conditions prevalent here at the time. Though 
his news might todq be considered fallacious, they are perhaps justi-
fied when viewed in the light or the tiaes. His writings_ on population 
give us a keener insight into the vast movement west, and the neces8i 1f7 
for large populations to assist in the development or the west. His 
ideas on the protective tariff give u.s a finer understanding ot the 
plight of the then inta.nt industri~s de.veloping here, and the di!ficulties 
encountered in the face ot 8n infi~ of fo~eign goods. The pioneers 
were exploiting ·the aoUs to .sa.t.i.fy the demands ot Fclgl.and for wheat 
and cotton. Whm their land _lias exploited, they abandoned their hOJile-
steada and moved to fresh soU. Thi~ aratem tended to keep the South 
dependent on Fegland for ~Ufac~ed goods, · and .hrther split the Borth 
from the South. His •harmony or interest.• helped dispel the idea that 
th~ interests of the various economic cl~~ses were opposed• He taught 
that thq could all work together -tor their mutual advantage. Carey- was 
early in recognizing that proaiperity' and high wages go hand in hand. 
' . 
Toda;y, however, aany of his arguments have lost 1m7 validit)" 
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they might haTe possessed; and it i~ true, as Haney say-a, 1ihat his writings 
would not c1o to be used as a text ·to · give : students a well balanced apprecia-
tion of pollti~al econOlllJ:. ..But, 1:n the hiatory of poll tical econ0111', he 
was the first outatanding Allerican. Carey was acclaiaed by the German 
Jlational.ists who hailed him as the advocate of the "strong natioa• idea. 
His optillisa in the belief' in the "realaan• gave people a new hope 
in dispelliag the evU bodings of the English claasical econoaists. 
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